In an elementary topos if R is a ring and X is a decidable object then there exists a canonical homomorphism from the coproduct of an X-family of /{-modules to the product of the same family. In this paper it is shown that this homomorphisms is a monomorphism. In the category Set of sets if X is a set and R is a ring then for an A'-family { M x } x e X °f ^-modules there is always a canonical monomorphism <£:
In the category Set of sets if X is a set and R is a ring then for an A'-family { M x } x e X °f ^-modules there is always a canonical monomorphism <£: ® X^X M X * n^G A -M x , with m x $i x = l M , where ir x and i x are the xth projection and injection, respectively. In [5] it is shown, by an example, that in an elementary topos such a homomorphism does not always exist. However, if we choose X, the index object, to be decidable, it is proved that such a canonical homomorphism exists.
In this paper we show that the canonical homomorphism given in [5] is a monomorphism. A closely related work can be found for the case of abelian groups in [1] .
Throughout the paper, E denotes an elementary topos with natural numbers object, and R is a ring in E. All other notation, not explained here, can be found in [2] or [3] .
Let A be an £-indexed category with lim and small homs, let C be an internal category of E, let T: C -* E be an internal functor with lim T = I and for each J Let A'be an object in E and let £ fin be the internalization of E [c , the category of finite cardinals, in the sense that its external category of /-elements is equivalent to (E/I) fc . For more details and the proof of the following lemma see [5] and [4] .
LEMMA. The internal category E rtD /X is filtered.
Let M be an object in M o d^) * . Define a functor P: E liD /X -» Mod^(£) as follows: for any /-object of E rtB /X, i.e.
(/ -^ N, [p] -i I*X), P\[p] -i I*X) = © X*TT 2 *M, where ir 2 :1 X X -* X, and for any /-morphism
where L is in Mod R (£) 7 . It is easy to see that P is an indexed functor. Let / be a decidable object in E, i.e. 8: I >•> / X /, the diagonal morphism, has a complement J -* I X I such that (f):/ + / -> / X / i s a n isomorphism. Then it is well known that E/I X / -» £ / / X £ / / is an equivalence of categories. 
